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Venus Atmosphere
• Many notable phenomena have been observed in Venus Atmosphere.  

For example,

- Superrotation: one of the biggest mystery of planetary atmospheres.

‣ The atmosphere is rotating 60 times faster than the solid planet.


- Y-shaped structure of a planetary-scale cloud pattern observed by 
ultra-violet.


- S-shaped polar vortex and cold collar observed by infra-red.

- Planetary-scale streak structure, recently revealed by night-side 

image of IR2 camera onboard Venus Climate Orbiter/Akatsuki.

Observed by Mariner 10 / NASA IR2 on Akatsuki / JAXAPiccioni et al. (2007)
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図 1.7 金星の東西風速の鉛直分布. 異なる場所に降下した探査衛星により測定された
東風. V8 はヴェネラ 8 号を意味し, ヴェネラ以外はパイオニア・ヴィーナスの探査機
による観測. 松田・高木 (2005). 原図は Schubert (1983).
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participants in the radio astronomy segment of the Huygensmission,
the observation campaign, and plots of the raw data are given in
Supplementary Information. Only the data sets from the NRAO
Robert C. ByrdGreen Bank Telescope (GBT) inWest Virginia and the
CSIRO Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia have been processed for
this initial report.
Starting with the raw Doppler measurements, it is essentially a

geometric exercise to derive the motion of the transmitter in the
Titan frame of reference. Motion of the Huygens probe in the vertical
direction is measured in situ by many different instruments, primar-
ily pressure sensors14, but also by the Huygens radar altimeters. The
consolidated measurements are processed iteratively by the
Huygens Descent Trajectory Working Group (DTWG) to produce
a series of continually improving probe trajectories referenced to
Titan, including the descent velocity profile required for the present
analysis5. The results presented here are based on DTWG data set no.
3, released in May 2005. The DTWG, based on knowledge of the
Huygens trajectory to the point of atmospheric entry, also supplies
the estimated spatial coordinates of the Huygens probe in latitude
(10.33 ^ 0.178 S), longitude (196.08 ^ 0.258W) and altitude
(154.8 ^ 11.2 km) at the start of descent, time t0.
Two key assumptions about the horizontal motion of the probe

simplify the problem. The first of these is that the horizontal drift of
the probe follows the horizontal wind with a negligible response
time. The actual response time for the Huygens descent system is
estimated to be roughly 30–40 s in the stratosphere, decreasing to
3–5 s in the lowest 10 km (ref. 15). It follows that this first assumption
may be fulfilled only marginally during the early minutes of the
descent and during the change to a smaller (stabilizer) parachute at
t ¼ t0 þ 15min (‘parachute exchange’). The second assumption,
that the drift in the meridional (north–south) direction is negligible,
is based on theoretical considerations that imply dominance of the
zonal (east–west) atmospheric circulation3,6–9. Under these con-
ditions one is able to eliminate all other known contributions to
the measured Doppler shift and determine the one remaining
unknown, the zonal wind velocity. In addition to the above men-
tioned descent velocity, which slowly decreases with decreasing
altitude, small, nearly constant, corrections must be applied for the
effect of special relativity (27.5Hz, where the minus sign means a red
shift), as well as the effects of general relativity associated with the Sun
(18.2Hz), Saturn (20.7Hz), Earth (1.4Hz) and Titan (20.08Hz).
Propagation corrections to the Doppler measurements from the
neutral and ionized intervening media (Titan, interplanetary, Earth)
have been estimated and found to be negligible. Finally, a small
correction of þ10.0Hz was applied to the absolute transmission
frequency by requiring that Huygens remain stationary on Titan’s
surface after landing. This residual is within the error limits of the
pre-launch unit-level calibration of þ9.2Hz determined for the
specific DWE rubidium oscillator unit used to drive the Huygens
channel A transmitter.
The zonal wind derived from the ground-based Doppler data is

shown in Fig. 1 as a function of time. More precisely, this quantity is
the horizontal eastward velocity of Huygens with respect to the
surface of Titan (with a positive value indicating the prograde
direction). The time-integrated wind measurement from t0 yields
an estimate for the longitude of the Huygens landing site on Titan,

192.33 ^ 0.318W, which corresponds to an eastward drift of
3.75 ^ 0.068 (165.8 ^ 2.7 km) over the duration of the descent.
Unfortunately, because of the slow rotation of Titan and the fact
that the Earth was near zenith as viewed by Huygens, the Doppler
data recorded after landing are not considered suitable for a more
precise determination of the Huygens longitude.
The variation of the zonal wind with altitude and pressure level is

shown in Fig. 2. The measured profile roughly agrees with the upper
level wind speeds anticipated by the engineering model, and is
generally prograde above 14 km altitude. Assuming this local obser-
vation is representative of conditions at this latitude, the large
prograde wind speed measured between 45 and 70 km altitude and
above 85 km is much larger than Titan’s equatorial rotation
speed (Qa < 11.74 m s21, where Q ¼ 4.56 £ 1026 rad s21 and
a ¼ 2,575 km are Titan’s rotation rate and radius, respectively),
and thus represents the first in situ confirmation of the inferred
superrotation of the atmosphere at these levels, as anticipated from
the Voyager temperature data3. Moreover, the measured winds are
consistent with the strong winds inferred from ground-based data
under the assumption of cyclostrophic balance10–12.
The most striking departure of the measured profile from the

engineering model is the region of strong reversed shear between 65
and 75 km altitude (approximately 40 and 25 hPa, respectively),
where the speed decreases to a minimum of 4m s21, which then
reverts to strong prograde shear above 75 km. This feature of Titan’s
wind profile is unlike that measured by any of the Doppler-tracked
probes in the atmosphere of Venus16.

Figure 2 | Titan zonal wind height profile. The zonal wind derived from
GBTand Parkes observations is compared with the prograde Titan
engineering wind model and envelopes based on Voyager temperature
data27. The estimated uncertainties in the zonal wind speed, based on an
adaptation of an error analysis for the Huygens-Cassini link28, are of the
order of 80 cm s21 at high altitude and drop roughly in proportion to the
absolute speed to 15 cm s21 just above the surface. These uncertainties are
primarily systematic errors associated with the Huygens trajectory at entry.
The estimated statistical (measurement) error is always smaller, the
standard deviation being of the order of j < 5 cm s21 towards the end of
descent. With the possible exception of the region above 100 km, where the
wind fluctuations are greatest, the zonal flow is found to be generally weaker
than those of themodel. The wind shear layer in the height range between 60
and beyond 100 km was unexpected and is at present unexplained.

Table 1 | Predictions of Titan’s meteorology and DWE results

Prediction/model feature DWE result References

Atmospheric superrotation (U .. 12m s21)* Verified for upper troposphere and stratosphere 3, 6–8
Prograde (eastward) flow (U . 0) Verified for all levels above 15 km (GBT data) 6–8, 23, 24
Isolated reversed shear (›U/›z , 0) within lower stratosphere Verified, but stronger than simulated at 65–75 km, with Ri < 2 7–9
Geostrophic (U ,, 12m s21) sub-layer near surface Verified and deeper than anticipated (more than ,1 scale height) 7–9, 25
Very weak surface winds Verified (jUj < 1m s21) 23, 25
Warmer-poleward near-surface temperature in southern

hemisphere
Consistent with geostrophic balance of upward-westward shear of

low-level winds
18, 26

*U ¼ zonal wind velocity.
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図 1.8 タイタンの東西風速の鉛直分布. 実線が観測値. 破線と点線はボイジャーによ
る温度データをもとに Flasar et al. (1997) がモデル計算した風速分布とその包絡線.

Bird et al. (2005).
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Simulations of Venus Atmosphere
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• Many studies have tried to simulate the generation of the 
superrotation from a motionless initial state. 
- Young and Pollack (1970), Del Genie and Zhou (1996)

- Yamamoto & Takahashi (2003), Hollingsworth et al. (2007), Lee et al. (2007)

‣ obtained a superrotation state but with unrealistic strong heating.


- Lebonnois et al. (2010, 2015, 2016)

‣ obtained a superrotation with sophisticated radiative code, but the 

zonal wind under the cloud layer was very slow.

[51] The modeled wind field does not fit the available
observed vertical and latitudinal profiles of the zonal wind
field [Schubert, 1983; Gierasch et al., 1997; Limaye, 2007;
Peralta et al., 2007; Sánchez‐Lavega et al., 2008]. The
observed and modeled vertical profiles of the equatorial
zonal wind are shown in Figure 7. The measured winds
below 40 km altitude are increasing steadily with altitude.
This is not the case in the simulations. The amplitude of the
zonal wind peak, though located at the right altitude, appears
to be approximately half of the observed value.
[52] When we look at latitudinal variations of the zonal

wind within the cloud layers, the observed profile at the
cloud top is roughly constant up to 50°–60° latitude, which
is not the case in the simulation.

3.3. Lower and Middle Clouds: From 45 to 60 km
[53] This region covers the dominant thermally direct

circulation obtained in the simulation. This structure is
closely related to the mean radiative forcing, and to the
energy redistribution in this region. The radiative tempera-
ture tendencies are shown in Figure 8: both solar heating
rate and infrared cooling rate are added, giving the total
temperature variation rate due to the radiative scheme. The
average is performed over the last two Venus days of the

simulation, and over longitudes. The solar radiation yields a
maximum heating over equatorial regions, above roughly
55 km altitude. The meridional circulation consists of two
equator‐to‐pole cells, with ascending motions at the equator,
subsiding motions over the poles, an upper poleward branch
in the middle clouds, which redistributes energy poleward,
and a lower equatorward branch in the lower clouds. The
zonal wind in this region peaks at the equator, with smaller
values than expected from observations. The angular
momentum transport associated with this meridional circu-
lation will be discussed in section 4.
[54] The patterns between 45 and 55 km are due to the

longwave infrared emission and absorption: a maximum
cooling between 50 and 55 km altitude, dominant above
polar regions though it covers all latitudes, and a secondary
maximum heating at the base of the clouds (around 47 km
altitude over all latitudes in this simulation) where absorp-
tion by the clouds of thermal infrared radiation coming from
below dominates the energy exchanges. This structure tends
to destabilize this atmospheric region, since it tends to
produce superadiabatic temperature gradients. Therefore,
convection is obtained between 45 and 57 km, as seen in
Figure 8, but also in the stability profile (Figure 4), in close

Figure 6. Mean zonal wind (m s−1) and stream function (black contours, 109 kg s−1) after 350 Venus
days for (a) reference simulation with full radiative transfer and topography, (b) same as Figure 6a but
without topography, (c) simulation with Newtonian cooling forcing and topography, and (d) same as
Figure 6c but without topography. Averages are done over the last 2 Venus days of each simulation
and over longitudes.
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agreement with the observed stability profile in this region
[Schubert, 1983; Tellmann et al., 2009].
[55] This pattern is also illustrated in Figure 9, where the

thermal infrared radiative budget (i.e. the net power received
by a model cell per unit horizontal area from the infrared
radiative scheme) is shown as a function of altitude, and as a
function of wavelength (from 1.7 to 250 mm). This budget is

computed with the x matrix used in the GCM (for a surface
pressure of 92 bars), and with the averaged temperature
profile at the end of the reference simulation, presented in
Figure 3.
[56] This vertical profile shows a maximum heating at the

base of the clouds, and a maximum cooling in the middle of
the cloud layers, between 50 and 55 km altitude (pattern
already seen in previous radiative transfer studies [Crisp and
Titov, 1997]). A second maximum cooling is also computed
at the top of the clouds. The structure of the cooling within
the whole cloud region is sensitive to the cloud model used
in the radiative transfer. The heating at the base of the
clouds is done from the hot troposphere below, through
infrared windows between 3 and 7 mm, while cooling in the
clouds is due to exchanges of energy between the cloud
layers and space, mainly through windows around 10 mm,
and a window ranging from roughly 20 to 30 mm.

3.4. Upper Cloud and Mesosphere
[57] Above 60 km, in the mesosphere, the zonal winds

reach maximum values around 70 km altitude, with a peak
centered on the equator. The meridional circulation is
organized in weak Hadley cells.
[58] The amplification of the equatorial zonal wind in this

region, as well as in the other cloud region discussed in the
previous subsection, is related to the diurnal tides. This is
demonstrated below, in section 4. The latitudinal distribu-
tion of zonal wind in this region may then result from an
equilibrium between the impact of thermal tides, and the
angular momentum transport by the meridional circulation.
The intensity of this meridional transport is correlated with
the meridional transport of energy, and therefore with the
radiative forcing. A better representation of clouds in the
radiative scheme, taking into account the latitudinal varia-

Figure 7. Vertical profile of the zonal wind at equator
obtained after 350 Venus days in the reference simulation,
averaged over longitudes and the last two Venus days of
the simulation (black line). Data obtained from the Venera
and Pioneer Venus missions (taken from Schubert [1983])
are shown for comparison (gray).

Figure 8. Radiative temperature tendency (sum of solar and infrared temperature tendencies), averaged
over the last two days of the simulation (unit is 10−6 K s−1). Contours show the temperature tendency due
to convective adjustment (white, with the dominant convective region highlighted by the dashed area) and
mass stream function (black, 109 kg s−1).
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Simulations of Venus Atmosphere
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• And, many Venus GCM studies used low-resolution models. 
- A comparative study of Venus GCMs were conducted with  

low-resolution (~ T21) by Lebonnois et al. (2013) 

‣ The inter-model difference would be due to  

the difference in horizontal eddy diffusion.  
 
 

• Simulations should be performed in  
higher-resolution. 
- Much more computational costs are required.
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Our strategy

5

• We have attempted to simulate a superrotational state of Venus 
atmosphere with:

- high-resolution up to T319 and L240.

- an idealized superrotational initial state.

- realistic strength of solar heating and static stability.

‣ though the radiation process is a simple Newtonian cooling.


• To perform high-resolution simulation as above, we developed a 
simplified Venus GCM based on AFES.

- AFES

‣ stands for the Atmospheric GCM For the Earth Simulator.

‣ was developed by Ohfuchi et al. (2004) and Enomoto et al. (2008).

‣ achieves a very high computational efficiency in a vector-type super 

computer such as the Earth Simulator.

JAMSTEC
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Our simplified Venus GCM
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• Resolutions:

- T42   (~2.8°× 2.8°; 128×64 grids)           - L60   (Δz~2km)

- T63   (~1.9°× 1.9°; 192×96 grids)           - L120 (Δz~1km)

- T159 (~0.75°× 0.75°; 480×240 grids)     - L120 (Δz~1km)

- T319 (~0.375°× 0.375°; 960×480 grids) - L240 (Δz~0.5km) 


• Simplified Radiative forcing

- Newtonian cooling and solar heating w/ or w/o a diurnal variation.


• No topography

• No moist processes

• No convective adjustments

• Sponge layers located above 80km

• Biharmonic horizontal diffusion (∇4) with a damping time of 0.01 Earth 

days for the highest wave number.

• Vertical eddy diffusion with coefficient of 0.15 m2s-1  

• Note that planetary-rotation direction is same as the Earth
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Initial state: superrotation

Sponge Layer

← Low stability

observed in 
radio occultation 

Stability in the “basic state” for 
Newtonian cooling  

(Sugimoto et al. 2013)

Sponge Layer
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Targets
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• Our members have done many works each focusing on specific features 
such as:

- Baroclinic instability                     (Sugimoto et al. 2014, JGR)

- Neutral waves                              (Sugimoto et al. 2014, GRL)

- Thermal tides                               (Takagi et al. in preparation)

- Planetary-scale streak structure  (Kashimura et al. in preparation)

- Cold collar/warm polar region     (Ando et al. 2016, Nature Com.)

- Energy spectra                             (Kashimura et al. in preparation)

- Polar dipole (S-shape)                  (Ando et al. under revision)  

• In this talk, I focus on these 3 topics.
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12 第 1章 はじめに

図 1.3 雲追跡法で見積もられた雲層上部 (高度 65 km付近)の昼面平均東西風速．米
国のマリナー 10号 (Mariner 10，1974年)，パイオニア・ヴィーナス (1979年，1982

年)，および欧州宇宙機関のヴィーナス・エクスプレス (Venus Express, 2007年)によ
る観測．(Taylor, 2010, Fig. 8.8)

動している可能性が指摘されている．なお，金星大気東西風の観測データは，上述のいく
つかの地点での鉛直分布と昼面雲層上部の緯度分布ぐらいしかなく，雲層より下の風速を
含めた 3次元的な風速分布はまったく観測されていない．

1.1.2 タイタン

タイタン大気のスーパーローテーションは，Sicardy et al. (1990) による，星の光の
掩蔽観測によって初めて観測的に示唆された．その後 2005年に，米国の土星探査機カッ
シーニ (Cassini) がタイタン大気に投下したホイヘンス (Huygens) をドップラー追跡す
ることにより，東西風速の鉛直分布が得られた (図 1.4)．高度 120 km付近で 100 m/s程
度の西風が観測されており，これはタイタン大気が自転速度の約 9倍の速さで回転してい
ることを意味する．なお，タイタン大気の東西風観測は，金星よりもさらに少なく，緯度
分布などはまったく観測されていない．

(Taylor 2010)

Observation: cloud tracked wind

Results | zonal mean zonal wind
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Planetary-scale streak structures
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Planetary-scale streak structures
Observed in IR2 night-side

• IR radiated from near-surface atmosphere. 
Thick clouds blocks it.

‣ White = thin clouds = downward flow?

‣ Black = thick clouds = upward flow?

[Pa s‒1]

Produced in our Venus GCM

• Snapshot of vertical p-velocity.

‣ White = downward flow

‣ Black = upward flow

12
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p-velocity | movie (1h interval)

13

rotation direction →

←IR2-nightside image

(rotated 180 deg to match)

~64 km
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p-velocity | movie (1h interval)
Northern hemisphere Southern hemisphere

Seen from above the poles

90

180

270

0 0

90

180

~64 km
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Seen from above the poles

Venus AFES | vertical p-velocity

• The streak is a part of a huge spiral extending from the pole to about lat = 30 deg 
in each hemisphere.


• The spirals in both hemispheres are synchronized.

90

180

270

0 0

90

180
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lon = 90
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lon = 270

p-velocity/sigma
meridional cross section

snapshot

lon = 0

lon = 180

• Strong-downward-flow 
regions are located about 
sig=10–2–10–4 ~ 50–70km.


• Inclined toward lower 
equatorial region.

sigma = p/ps
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meridional 
velocity
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• Equatorial-side edge of the spiral corresponds to convergence of meridional flow.

• I suspect strong convergence induced by the meridional flow makes strong 

downward flow and also gravity waves are excited.
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Experiments
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• To explore the importance of the introduced low stability layer (55–60 km, 
0.1 K/km), we conducted experiments in which  
the stability is changed to

‣ 0.3 K/km 
‣ 0.5 K/km 
‣ 2.0 K/km 
‣ 4.0 K/km
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0.1 K/km 0.3 K/km 0.5 K/km 2.0 K/km 4.0 K/km
p-vel/sig (snapshot, lon = 0)

p-vel

V
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0.1 K/km 0.3 K/km 0.5 K/km 2.0 K/km 4.0 K/km

mean U

p-vel/sig (taking max along lon, then mean along time)

mean Angular Velocity
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0.1 K/km 0.3 K/km 0.5 K/km 2.0 K/km 4.0 K/km
Hovmöller diagram of V at lat = 70, 60, 50 deg for 10 Edays
70 deg

60 deg

50 deg

mean Angular Velocity, latitudinal distribution at sig = 1E-3
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Mechanism?
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• Such wave-like structure is inclined by strong latitudinal shear in angular 
velocity and may result in as below.

meridional wind

zonal wavenumber 1 
for  2 K/km run

meridional wind

zonal wavenumber 1 
for  0.3 K/km run

convergence 
↓ downward flow 
↓ thin cloud
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Summary for streak structures
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• Planetary-scale streak structures similar to those observed in a night 
side IR2 image are reproduced in vertical velocity in our simple Venus 
GCM, which has dynamics only but has a “low stability layer” (55–60km).

- Planetary-scale streaks are:

‣ strong downward flow, possibly corresponds to thin cloud region.

‣ a part of huge spirals extending from the pole to about lat = 30 deg.

‣ synchronized in each hemisphere.


- Strong downward flow seems to be caused by convergence of 
meridional wind.


- Num. experiments with changing the static stability of the “low stability 
layer” are performed.

‣ Experimental results suggest that a large gap in mean angular 

velocity between mid- and high-latitudes inclines the meridional 
velocity field (~ structure of some waves?) and produces strong 
convergence streak.


‣ However, relation between the “low stability layer” and mean zonal 
wind field is not explored yet.


